
 

 

PROGRESS REPORT FOR MILESTONE 3 

Intended for a general audience  

The project team behind the Bruny Island Battery Trial have been working to progress the trial across a 

number of fronts.  

Installation has been one of the most obvious signs of the project progressing, although the installation 

process itself has met with some unavoidable delays. The TasNetworks and Reposit team members have 

been working to make this process as smooth as possible for trial participants. At the time this report is 

submitted (end of September), there are 16 out of the 35 systems fully operational. Of the remaining 19 

systems, 11 are installed and awaiting inspection, meter changes, or have issues that require rectification. 

8 systems remain to be installed. Barring any unanticipated delays, the remaining systems will all be 

installed by the end of October.  

 

Installation has happened slower than expected due to a number of issues which emerged throughout the 

process: 

● Installers are learning about this technology and it has taken them longer to commission a 

system than they expected 

● The batteries experienced significant delays becoming available 

● The recall of Reposit hardware delayed installs until the new units became available 

● Inspections and rectification of issues has taken longer than expected - particularly some 

installers are slow at submitting the paperwork required 

● One installer in particular has experienced issues delivering the installs. This installer has the 

largest single block of work. 

The majority of these issues are now resolved. The batteries are now freely available and the Reposit recall 

is resolved. The other issues are being actively managed by TasNetworks. The delay in installation time will 

not affect the implementation of the trial from a technical perspective as the systems installed to date are 

providing sufficient data to researchers progressing the groundwork for the ‘live’ trial of the NAC (Network 

Aware Coordination).     

A lot of work has been conducted by researchers behind the scenes to meet the key goals of the Bruny 

Trial.  

Researchers at the Australian National University (ANU) have been working with Reposit to develop ways 

for the Reposit system to ‘talk to’ the network. ANU researchers have also been further developing the 

algorithms behind the NAC, to make it more robust and run experiments in preparation for implementation. 

They’ve also developed a simulation to be able to run a ‘virtual trial’, before the technology is tested with 

participants’ batteries on Bruny Island. In these virtual trials, the Bruny Trial system will run in a similar way 

to the final product, except that a SmartGridToolbox simulation will act as a proxy for physical network, and 

network loads. These virtual trials will fulfil two roles. First, they will allow us to test details of the integration 

between the NAC and Reposit systems, under conditions that are as close to possible to the real world. 

Second, they will let us explore the expected behaviour of the Bruny Trial system under various conditions. 
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A key component to trialing how NAC works in the ‘real world’ is understanding how best to compensate 

prosumers for their battery discharge. Researchers from USyd are trying to find an answer to the bigger 

picture question of how much is the network support worth to the network, and how can this be fairly 

divided among households. They have been progressing work in two key areas. First, they are 

developing computing algorithms to determine the Shapley value for each battery that discharges onto 

the network at a peak event. The Shapley value is an algorithm for dividing surplus from cooperative 

action. To work out the Shapley value, the computer calculation removes different combinations of 

households at a time out of the equation for a particular peak event, and reruns the event to determine 

what the exact value was to the network from that particular battery - this represents the true value of 

the network support payment. This provides a ‘value-reflective reward’ to prosumers. Second, they have 

also been working on a means to trial different ways of communicating network support payments to 

participants, to gauge which sort of payment system is preferred and deemed fairest.  

 

The other members of the CONSORT team continue to progress their respective work packages. The 

social sciences team have been conducting post-installation interviews and sharing relevant emergent 

findings to the Steering Committee and affected project members, especially Reposit, TasNetworks and 

USyd. 

 

The next six months will see some exciting developments for the CONSORT project. Once issues are 

smoothed out through the ‘virtual’ trial, the NAC will be implemented live onto the Bruny Island network. 

What this means in practice is that TasNetworks will no longer need to manually request the batteries to 

meet a peak event as they have been doing throughout 2017. Instead NAC will be able to predict when 

the batteries need to be discharged, and work out which batteries it will need to use at least cost to both 

households and the network.  

 

 


